This paper presents a fast global motion estimation (GME) algorithm based on gradient methods (GM), which can be used for real-time applications, such as MPEG4 video compression. Ow approach improves existing state-of-the-art GME algorithms by introducing two major modifications: first, only a small subset (down-to 3%) of the original image pixels is used in the estimation process. Second, a warpfree formulation of the basic GM is derived, further decreasing the computational complexity. Experimental results show that a 20 fold computation complexity reduction is achieved, without compremising the GME accuracy and compression efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
MPEG-4 is a new video compression standard providing core technologies for efficient storage, transmission and manipulation of video data in multimedia environments. Global motion estimation (GMS.) is an essential step in object segmentation and motion compensation used by the MPEG-4 standard to achieve object-based coding and hi compression ratios [3] . A comprehensive comparative survey by Barron et. al. [l] found the family of gradient-based motion estimation methods (GM), originally proposed hy Horn and Schunck [Z], to perform especially well. The purpose of the GM algorithm is to estimate the parameters vector P associated with the parametric image tqistralion problem. A comprehensive description of these methods and their to MPEG4 video compression can be found in [3] . A critical implementation issue concerning the GME, is its significant computational complexity, making it useless for real-time encoding application, especially when implemented on lowpower devices such as PDAs and cellular phones. This article offers two modifications to the GM algorithm, reducing its computational complexity by 20 fold, First, only a small, After briefly describing the regular GM based GME algorithm in section 2, we introduce the SIGM in section 3 and the WFGM in section 4. The resulting algorithm, Fast GM, is presented in section 5 , while experimental results are given in section 6.
GRADIENT METHODS BASED MOTION ESTIMATION
GM methodology estimates the motion parameters by minimizing the intensity discrepancies between input ima g e s h ( z , y ) a n d I z ( x , y ) :
where$)= f(x!", y!'),f), y,(2)= g(z!'),y!'),P), S is the set of coordinates of pixels that are common to I1 and Iz in Il's coordinates and is the estimated parameter vector. The solution of Eq. 1 is based on a pixel-wise first order Taylor expansion of I1 in terms of IZ as a function of the parameters vector 2:
where (si1), yj')) and (@, yy') are the coordinates of the ith pixel common to I I and calculated above.
Eq. 3 is solved for M using @g) and E h )
ai, (z!2),vp)) apj . 6. U, the result of step 2 is used to update the solution:
Due to the non-linear nature of Eq. I, it is solved iteratively. In order to improve the convergence properties, a resolution pyramid is constructed. Hence, the GM algorithm starts at the lowest resolution scale of the pyramid, then follows the subsequent levels in a coarse-to-fine approach. At each resolution scale, Eq. 1 is iterated until a suitable convergence criterion is met. Finally, when the procedure stops at the finest resolution scale, the final motion parameters are obtained. 
SELECTIVE INTEGRATION BASED

2.
We calculate the pixel seJs which is a warping of II towards the pixel set S2, using the inverse of the current estimate n 2 0. For n = 0, Po is given as input. 
Complexity analysis
The matrix @tg)sfGM2 calculated according to Eq. 3
using a subset of pixels S,, which is considerably smaller then the pixel set S2 used by the GM. Hence, the complexity reduction is NaCale3 and AS, is the no. of rejected common pixels. Table I , presents the significant complexity reduction for a typical GME in a video sequence (320 x 240), using two dyadic resolution scales (N8..~.. = 2, A S = Z), 10 iterations (N,terat,ons = 10) and ISz (0)l = ISz (0)l . 10%. I Table 1 . Performance comparison of the SIGM and GM
WARP-FREE MOTION ESTIMATION
The warp-free GM (WFGM) algorithm uses a reformulation of Eq. 2, such that the input image need to be estimated at integral coordinates only: per entry are needed rather than 4. This improvement is insignificant when implemented using the regular GM, since its complexity is dominated by K i ! " ) , but when implemented with the SIGM presented in section 3, a significant complexity gain is achieved.
Algorithm Flow
The WFGM changes only the iterative refinement phase of the GM algorithm. (&E) _ _ W F G M is calculated according to Eq. 4, while 4, is calculated according to Eq. 12:
The solution of Eq. 3 and multi-cale embedding is similar to section 1.
FAST GM ALGORITHM
In order to reduce the complexity of the GM algorithm, the formulations presented in Sections 3 and 4 were integrated into the Fast GM algorithm:
where the operator-calculates the integer closets to a variable and AZ Ay aredefinedas: (-7 1. A multiscale pyramid is build following section 2.
2. Utilizing the SIGM algorithm and section 3, a set of points SZ, is selected in the image l2 at the lowest resolution scale. . . and compared to the GME algorithm implemented in it.
No other modification were made . Simulations have been S t Z n CoasZLard carried out using the Stefan and Coastguard sequence at CIF size. Both the Fast GM and regular GM, used the 3-step initialization method described in [3], Two resolu- quantizer sizes Q = 10 and Q = 31. Q = 31 corresponds to measuring GMC error directly, while Q = 10 relates to average compression scenarios. The coding efficiency results of the MPEG4 using the Fast GM were compared to those of the regular GM and the non-GMC compression mode. The compression and CPU utilization results shown in Fig. 1 and Table 3 , establish that the Fast GM achieves the same coding efficiency as the regular GM while utilizing 20 times less computational complexity . In both quantizer settings, the difference in the compressed frame size is no more than 2-3%. Table 3 . Average sizes of the compressed video frames. The Fast GM achieves the same coding efficiency as the regular GM. The lowest line shows the computation1 complexity ratio between the regular and Fast GM,
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we proposed a new motion estimation algorithm based on gradient methods, which significantly reduces the complexity of stae-of-the-an GME algorithms, while achieving similar accuracy. This property makes it especially suitable for low-power GME applications such as video compression. The theoretical complexity analysis is
